This study aims at identifying when an event written in text occurs. In particular, we classify a sentence for an event into four time-slots; morning, daytime, evening, and night. To realize our goal, we focus on expressions associated with time-slot (time-associated words). However, listing up all the time-associated words is impractical, because there are numerous time-associated expressions. We therefore use a semi-supervised learning method, the Naïve Bayes classifier backed up with the Expectation Maximization algorithm, in order to iteratively extract time-associated words while improving the classifier. We also propose to use Support Vector Machines to filter out noisy instances that indicates no specific time period. As a result of experiments, the proposed method achieved 0.864 of accuracy and outperformed other methods.
Introduction
In recent years, the spread of the internet has accelerated. The documents on the internet have increased their importance as targets of business marketing. Such circumstances have evoked many studies on information extraction from text especially on the internet, such as sentiment analysis and extraction of location information. In this paper, we focus on the extraction of temporal information. Many authors of documents on the web often write about events in their daily life. Identifying when the events occur provides us valuable information. For example, we can use temporal information as a new axis in the information retrieval. From time-annotated text, companies can figure out when customers use their products. We can explore activities of users for marketing researches, such as "What do people eat in the morning?", "What do people spend money for in daytime?"
Most of previous work on temporal processing of events in text dealt with only newswire text. In those researches, it is assumed that temporal expressions indicating the time-period of events are often explicitly written in text. Some examples of explicit temporal expressions are as follows: "on March 23", "at 7 p.m.".
However, other types of text including web diaries and blogs contain few explicit temporal expressions. Therefore one cannot acquire sufficient temporal information using existing methods. Although dealing with such text as web diaries and blogs is a hard problem, those types of text are excellent information sources due to their overwhelmingly huge amount.
In this paper, we propose a method for estimating occurrence time of events expressed in informal text. In particular, we classify sentences in text into one of four time-slots; morning, daytime, evening, and night. To realize our goal, we focus on expressions associated with time-slot (hereafter, called time-associated words), such as "commute (morning)", "nap (daytime)" and "cocktail (night)". Explicit temporal expressions have more certain information than the timeassociated words. However, these expressions are rare in usual text. On the other hand, although the time-associated words provide us only indirect information for estimating occurrence time of events, these words frequently appear in usual text. Actually, Figure 2 (we will discuss the graph in Section 5.2, again) shows the number of sentences including explicit tem-poral expressions and time-associated words respectively in text. The numbers are obtained from a corpus we used in this paper. We can figure out that there are much more time-associated words than explicit temporal expressions in blog text. In other words, we can deal with wide coverage of sentences in informal text by our method with time-associated words.
However, listing up all the time-associated words is impractical, because there are numerous time-associated expressions. Therefore, we use a semi-supervised method with a small amount of labeled data and a large amount of unlabeled data, because to prepare a large quantity of labeled data is costly, while unlabeled data is easy to obtain. Specifically, we adopt the Naïve Bayes classifier backed up with the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) for semi-supervised learning. In addition, we propose to use Support Vector Machines to filter out noisy sentences that degrade the performance of the semi-supervised method.
In our experiments using blog data, we obtained 0.864 of accuracy, and we have shown effectiveness of the proposed method. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly describe related work. In Section 3 we describe the details of our corpus. The proposed method is presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we describe experimental results and discussions. We conclude the paper in Section 6.
Related Work
The task of time period identification is new and has not been explored much to date. Setzer et al. (2001) and Mani et al. (2000) aimed at annotating newswire text for analyzing temporal information. However, these previous work are different from ours, because these work only dealt with newswire text including a lot of explicit temporal expressions. Tsuchiya et al. (2005) pursued a similar goal as ours. They manually prepared a dictionary with temporal information. They use the handcrafted dictionary and some inference rules to determine the time periods of events. In contrast, we do not resort to such a hand-crafted material, which requires much labor and cost. Our method automatically acquires temporal information from actual data of people's activities (blog). Henceforth, we can get temporal information associated with your daily life that would be not existed in a dictionary.
Corpus
In this section, we describe a corpus made from blog entries. The corpus is used for training and test data of machine learning methods mentioned in Section 4.
The blog entries we used are collected by the method of Nanno et al. (2004) . All the entries are written in Japanese. All the entries are split into sentences automatically by some heuristic rules. In the next section, we are going to explain "time-slot" tag added at every sentence.
Time-Slot Tag
The "time-slot" tag represents when an event occurs in five classes; "morning", "daytime", "evening", "night", and "time-unknown". "Timeunknown" means that there is no temporal information. We set the criteria of time-slot tags as follows.
Morning: 04:00--10:59 from early morning till before noon, breakfast Daytime: 11:00--15:59 from noon till before dusk, lunch Evening: 16:00--17:59 from dusk till before sunset Night: 18:00--03:59 from sunset till dawn, dinner Note that above criteria are just interpreted as rough standards. We think time-slot recognized by authors is more important. For example, in a case of "about 3 o'clock this morning" we judge the case as "morning" (not "night") with the expression written by the author "this morning".
To annotate sentences in text, we used two different clues. One is the explicit temporal expressions or time-associated words included in the sentence to be judged. The other is contextual information around the sentences to be judged. The examples corresponding to the former case are as follows:
Example 1 a. I went to post office by bicycle in the morning. b. I had spaghetti at restaurant at noon. c. I cooked stew as dinner on that day.
Suppose that the two sentences in Example 2 appear successively in a document. In this case, we first judge the first sentence as morning. Next, we judge the second sentence as morning by contextual information (i.e., the preceding sentence is judged as morning), although we cannot know the time period just from the content of the second sentence itself.
Naïve Bayes Classifier
Example 2 1. I went to X by bicycle in the morning.
In this section, we describe multinomial model that is a kind of Naïve Bayes classifiers. 2. I went to a shop on the way back from X.
A generative probability of example x given a category has the form: c
Corpus Statistics
We manually annotated the corpus. The number of the blog entries is 7,413. The number of sentences is 70,775. Of 70,775, the number of sentences representing any events 1 is 14,220. The frequency distribution of time-slot tags is shown in Table 1 . We can figure out that the number of time-unknown sentences is much larger than the other sentences from this table. This bias would affect our classification process. Therefore, we propose a method for tackling the problem. x . The occurrence of a sentence is modeled as a set of trials, in which a word is drawn from the whole vocabulary.
In time-slot classification, the x is correspond to each sentence, the c is correspond to one of time-slots in {morning, daytime, evening, night}. Features are words in the sentence. A detailed description of features will be described in Section 4.5. The EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977 ) is a method to estimate a model that has the maximal likelihood of the data when some variables cannot be observed (these variables are called latent variables). Nigam et al. (2000) proposed a combination of the Naïve Bayes classifiers and the EM algorithm.
Proposed Method

Basic Idea
Suppose, for example, "breakfast" is a strong clue for the morning class, i.e. the word is a time-associated word of morning. Thereby we can classify the sentence "I have cereal for breakfast." into the morning class. Then "cereal" will be a time-associated word of morning. Therefore we can use "cereal" as a clue of timeslot classification. By iterating this process, we can obtain a lot of time-associated words with bootstrapping method, improving sentence classification performance at the same time.
Ignoring the unrelated factors of Eq.
(1), we obtain
We express model parameters as θ .
If we regard c as a latent variable and introduce a Dirichlet distribution as the prior distribution for the parameters, the Q-function (i.e., the expected log-likelihood) of this model is defined as:
To realize the bootstrapping method, we use the EM algorithm. This algorithm has a theoretical base of likelihood maximization of incomplete data and can enhance supervised learning methods. We specifically adopted the combination of the Naïve Bayes classifier and the EM algorithm. This combination has been proven to be effective in the text classification (Nigam et al., 2000) .
where ( ) ( Instead of the usual EM algorithm, we use the tempered EM algorithm (Hofmann, 2001 ). This algorithm allows coordinating complexity of the model. We can realize this algorithm by substituting the next equation for Eq. (5) at E-step:
where β denotes a hyper parameter for coordinating complexity of the model, and it is positive value. By decreasing this hyper-parameter β , we can reduce the influence of intermediate classification results if those results are unreliable.
Too much influence by unlabeled data sometimes deteriorates the model estimation. Therefore, we introduce a new hyper-parameter
which acts as weight on unlabeled data. We exchange the second term in the righthand-side of Eq. (4) for the next equation: 
Class Imbalance Problem
We have two problems with respect to "timeunknown" tag. The first problem is the class imbalance problem (Japkowicz 2000) . The number of timeunknown time-slot sentences is much larger than that of the other sentences as shown in Table 1 . There are more than ten times as many timeunknown time-slot sentences as the other sentences.
Second, there are no time-associated words in the sentences categorized into "time-unknown". Thus the feature distribution of time-unknown time-slot sentences is remarkably different from the others. It would be expected that they adversely affect proposed method.
There have been some methodologies in order to solve the class imbalance problem, such as Zhang and Mani (2003) , Fan et al. (1999) and Abe et al. (2004) . However, in our case, we have to resolve the latter problem in addition to the class imbalance problem. To deal with two problems above simultaneously and precisely, we develop a cascaded classification procedure.
SVM NB + EM
Step 2 
Time-Slot Classification Method
It's desirable to treat only "time-known" sentences at NB+EM process to avoid the abovementioned problems. We prepare another classifier for filtering time-unknown sentences before NB+EM process for that purpose. Thus, we propose a classification method in 2 steps (Method A). The flow of the 2-step classification is shown in Figure 1 . In this figure, ovals represent classifiers, and arrows represent flow of data.
The first classifier (hereafter, "time-unknown" filter) classifies sentences into two classes; "time-unknown" and "time-known". The "timeknown" class is a coarse class consisting of four time-slots (morning, daytime, evening, and night). We use Support Vector Machines as a classifier. The features we used are all words included in the sentence to be classified.
The second classifier (time-slot classifier) classifies "time-known" sentences into four classes. We use Naïve Bayes classifier backed up with the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm mentioned in Section 4.3.
The features for the time-slot classifier are words, whose part of speech is noun or verb. The set of these features are called NORMAL in the rest of this paper. In addition, we use information from the previous and the following sentences in the blog entry. The words included in such sentences are also used as features. The set of these features are called CONTEXT. The features in CONTEXT would be effective for estimating time-slot of the sentences as mentioned in Example2 in Section 3.1.
We also use a simple classifier (Method B) for comparison. The Method B classifies all timeslots (morning ~ night, time-unknown) sentences at just one step. We use Naïve Bayes classifier backed up with the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm at this learning. The features are words (whose part-of-speech is noun or verb) included in the sentence to be classified.
Experimental Results and Discussion
Time-Slot
Classifier with TimeAssociated Words
Time-Unknown Filter
We used 11.668 positive (time-unknown) samples and 2,552 negative (morning ~ night) samples. We conducted a classification experiment by Support Vector Machines with 10-fold cross validation. We used TinySVM 2 software package for implementation. The soft margin parameter is automatically estimated by 10-fold cross validation with training data. The result is shown in Table 2 . Table 2 clarified that the "time-unknown" filter achieved good performance; F-measure of 0.899. In addition, since we obtained a high recall (0.969), many of the noisy sentences will be filtered out at this step and the classifier of the second step is likely to perform well. Accuracy 0.878 Precision 0.838 Recall 0.969 F-measure 0.899 Table 2 : Classification result of the time-unknown filter.
Time-Slot Classification
In step 2, we used "time-known" sentences classified by the unknown filter as test data. We conducted a classification experiment by Naïve Bayes classifier + the EM algorithm with 10-fold cross validation. For unlabeled data, we used 64,782 sentences, which have no intersection with the labeled data. The parameters, λ and β , are automatically estimated by 10-fold cross validation with training data. The result is shown in Table 5 : Time-associated words examples.
In Table 3 , "Explicit" indicates the result by a simple classifier based on regular expressions 3 including explicit temporal expressions. The baseline method classifies all sentences into night because the number of night sentences is the largest. The "CONTEXT" column shows the results obtained by classifiers learned with the features in CONTEXT in addition to the features in NORMAL. The accuracy of the Explicit method is lower than the baseline. This means existing methods based on explicit temporal expressions cannot work well in blog text. The accuracy of the method 'NB' exceeds that of the baseline by 16%. Furthermore, the accuracy of the proposed method 'NB+EM' exceeds that of the 'NB' by 11%. Thus, we figure out that using unlabeled data improves the performance of our time-slot classification.
In this experiment, unfortunately, CONTEXT only deteriorated the accuracy. The time-slot tags of the sentences preceding or following the target sentence may still provide information to improve the accuracy. Thus, we tried a sequential tagging method for sentences, in which tags are output of time-slot classifier morning daytime evening night time-unknown   sum   morning  332  14  1  37  327  711  daytime  30  212  1  44  312  599  evening  4  5  70  18  110  207  night  21  19  4  382  609  1035  time-slot tag   time-unknown  85  66  13  203  11301  11668  sum  472  316  89  684  12659  14220 predicted in the order of their occurrence. The predicted tags are used as features in the prediction of the next tag. This type of sequential tagging method regard as a chunking procedure (Kudo and Matsumoto, 2000) at sentence level. We conducted time-slot (five classes) classification experiment, and tried forward tagging and backward tagging, with several window sizes. We used YamCha 4 , the multi-purpose text chunker using Support Vector Machines, as an experimental tool. However, any tagging direction and window sizes did not improve the performance of classification. Although a chunking method has possibility of correctly classifying a sequence of text units, it can be adversely biased by the preceding or the following tag. The sentences in blog used in our experiments would not have a very clear tendency in order of tags. This is why the chunking-method failed to improve the performance in this task. We would like to try other bias-free methods such as Conditional Random Fields (Lafferty et al., 2001 ) for future work.
2-step Classification
Finally, we show an accuracy of the 2-step classifier (Method A) and compare it with those of other classifiers in Table 6 . The accuracies are calculated with the equation: .
In Table 6 , the baseline method classifies all sentences into time-unknown because the number of time-unknown sentences is the largest. Accuracy of Method A (proposed method) is higher than that of Method B (4.1% over). These results show that time-unknown sentences adversely affect the classifier learning, and 2-step classification is an effective method. Table 4 shows the confusion matrix corresponding to the Method A (NORMAL). From this table, we can see Method A works well for classification of morning, daytime, evening, and night, but has some difficulty in 4 http://www.chasen.org/~taku/software/YamCha Figure 2 : Change of # sentences that have timeassociated words: "Explicit" indicates the number of sentences including explicit temporal expressions, "NE-TIME" indicates the number of sentences including NE-TIME tag.
classification of time-unknown. The 11.7% of samples were wrongly classified into "night" or "unknown".
We briefly describe an error analysis. We found that our classifier tends to wrongly classify samples in which two or more events are written in a sentence. The followings are examples:
Example 3 a. I attended a party last night, and I got back on the first train in this morning because the party was running over. b. I bought a cake this morning, and ate it after the dinner. Table 5 shows some time-associated words obtained by the proposed method. The words are sorted in the descending order of the value of ( ) w c P | . Although some consist of two or three words, their original forms in Japanese consist of one word. There are some expressions appearing more than once, such as "dinner". Actually these expressions have different forms in Japanese. Meaningless (non-word) strings caused by mor- phological analysis error are presented as the symbol "---". We obtained a lot of interesting time-associated words, such as "commute (morning)", "fireworks (night)", and "cocktail (night)". Most words obtained are significantly different from explicit temporal expressions and NE-TIME expressions. Figure 2 shows the number of sentences including time-associated words in blog text. The horizontal axis represents the number of timeassociated words. We sort the words in the descending order of and selected the top N words. The vertical axis represents the number of sentences including any N-best time-associated words. We also show the number of sentences including explicit temporal expressions, and the number of sentences including NE-TIME tag (Sekine and Isahara, 1999) for comparison. The set of explicit temporal expressions was extracted by the method described in Section 5.1.2. We used a Japanese linguistic analyzer "CaboCha 
Examples of Time-Associated Words
Conclusion
In our study, we proposed a method for identifying when an event in text occurs. We succeeded in using a semi-supervised method, the Naïve Bayes Classifier enhanced by the EM algorithm, with a small amount of labeled data and a large amount of unlabeled data. In order to avoid the class imbalance problem, we used a 2-step classifier, which first filters out time-unknown sentences and then classifies the remaining sentences into one of 4 classes. The proposed method outperformed the simple 1-step method. We obtained 86.4% of accuracy that exceeds the existing method and the baseline method.
